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Randonzness and Deterntinistlt 

·Abstract 
Time and again,man 's understanding of Nature is at the crossroad between total 

world-comprehension and total randomness. lt is suggested that not . only are the 
preferences influenced by the theorifs and models of today, but also by the very 
personal subjectiv inclinations of the people involved. The second part deals with the 
principle of self-consistency and its consequences for totally deterministic systems. 

1 Who is more afraid of what? 
Let me start with a question to you, the reader of this article. 
"What appears to be more frightening: a clocklike universe which is totally 
governed by deterministic laws, or a lawless universe which is totally unpredictable 
and random?" 

1.1 Clocklike universe 
In a totally deterministic "clocklike" universe, every single phenomenon is predeter

mined by its previous state. Once the initial stage is "set up", its creator gets detached 
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from it and watches - without in any way influencing it - as time and events go 
by. 

In particular, no room is left for free will at all. To any kind of personality 
and conscious agent imprisoned in such a universe, free will must be a 
subjective impression which is an illusion-Maya. If these agents could only Iook 
behind the SCene, then · they would know. But as the clocklike universe is 
hermetic, to them any such beyond does not make any operational sense. 

Qocklike universes are nowadays best described by the term "algorithm" 
[1, 2]. Via the Church-Thesis, they can be even fonnalized by recursive function 
theory [3, 4]. From this poin of view, the universe appears as a gig:antic (from our 
perspective), presumably universal, computer. Conscious agents are just tem
porary imprints or patterns on whatever "hyper-substance., it may be made of. 

H this indeed would be the case with the universe we are living in, then what 
appears to be amazing is the mere possibility of our self to imagine. these 
scenarios; to phantasize about free will being an illusion and about a hieratchical 
·organization of reality; to express Maya. This is not totally new:.already von 
Neumann considered the possibilities of implanting agents in a universru cellular 
automata substtatum capable of self-reprodüction and introspection [5]. 
Fredkin has developed "digital mechanics., [ 6] and ä "digital soal''. 

Within totally deterministic systems, subjective indeterminism may result 
from intrinsic undecidability. There exist various forms of intrinsic 
indeterminism (see [2] for a review); among them undecidability analogaus to 
the recursive unsolvability of the halting problem, ·and computational 
complementarity [7]. 

Let me gear up this scenario by purporting tharnot only might the universe 
be clocklike, but reversibile. That means that every process therein, every single 

. evolution step, is one-toone; in more formal terms, the evolution map between 
initial and final state is bijective. · 

In such a reversible hermetic prison, the time evolution is . a constant 
permutation of one and the same "message" which always remains the same but 
expresses itself through different forms. Information is neither created nor 

· discarded but remains constant at all times. The implicit time symmetry spoils 
the very notion of "progress" or "achievement", since what is a valuable output 
is purely determined by the sub;ective meaning the observer associates with it 
and is devoid of any syntactic relevance. In such a scenario, any gain in 
knowledge remains a merely subjective irnpression ofignorant observers. 

Let· us now turn to the other extreme. 
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· 1.2 Lawless.universe 
·Both 'chaos theÖcy and quartturn mechanics assert that there is an 

ureducible randomness in nature. 
One concrete example of · this allegedly irreducible ·randomness is the · 

"quantum coin to5s .. [8] realized recelltly be the group of Anton Zeilinger [9]. 
It is a which-way detection of a siflgle photon passing through a serrii-transpa• 
rent mirror or a cilcit crystal. 

A · lawless universe is characterized by the - admittedly highly 
nonconstructive • property that it is not governed by any law at an. There could 
be no principle which could in any way "explain" or "predici" the pedormaitce 
of such a universe. More importantly: there could be no control over events. 
Formally, a lawless universe can be represented by a Martin-Löf/Solovay/Chaitin 
random [10, 11, 12] bit string. [1~, 14]. 
~ does not mean that on a local scal~, say, for any f.ip.ite Q.umber of 

phenomenologic occurrences or evolution steps, the lawless universe cannot 
appear to be governed by laws. Indeed, some observers embedded in. a totally 
lawless universe [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 2, 20] migh figure out some local struct.ure 
and be~eve that this cöuld persist for any finite time for any finite extension. 
They, like us, ~gh call this the cosmologiCal principle. 

Because of the Iack of meaning, observers could experience total freedom. 
This resembles the absurd freedom of existentialism. Because if there is no law, 
there cannQt be any convincing moral codex, at least globally. Any kind of 
behaviour or decision would at most make local sense~ but w~:mld be devoid of 
any .deeper, permanent relevance. From .a global ethical poin of view, any 
decision would be reduced to the throwing of a fair coin. 

It is not totally unreasoJ}able to speculate that the cosy little lawfullocal 
worlds some o~ers appear to be'living in could be a mere subjective fantasy, 
a subjective impression which is an illusion - Maya again. And physic,s and a1l 
natural ~ences 111aY just amount to pretentious talk about finite lawful bubbles 
within an endless ocean of chaos. 

This may be not the full story. Consider a related question, namely 
"Can there be order out of chaos?'' 

As of today, the answer to this question is unknown. A · quite Straightfor
ward positive answer can be given by applying the law of large numbers: if, for 
instance, one is measuring the output of a random sourc~ emitting the binary 
symbols "fJ' and "1", and if one just waits long enough, then each one of these 
. binary symbols occurs with probability 1/2. 
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Formally, Martin-Löf/Solovay/Chaitin random sequences are Borel normal; 
~.e., contain the code of any finite universe an infinit~ nurober of times. By the 
very way it was defined, any Martin-Löf/Solovay/Chaitin random sequence 
obeys all statisticalJaws associated with randQmness. 

H we are justified to derive more lawful structures out of such random 
' ' 

sources is debatable but challenging. The most radical answer I can think of is 
that there is a unique and robust dass of laws emerging, and that these laws 
correspond to the phySical universe we. are living in. Robust in this context 
means that the laws arenot changed "very much" if we fotus on different finite 
parts of the source code. 

13Mirades 
Besides the docklike and the lawless universe- there appears to be at least 

another variant: A clocklike universe inspired by miracles. In what follows, we 
shall denote by "miracle'' all ad boc occurrances which can in no way be 
explained in an otherwise clocldike universe. Mirades have been studied by the 
Vienna Cirde, in particular by Philip Franck [21]. 

Imagine the following example. Suppose you are-an actor in a virtual computer 
game (such as Quake) in which a number of persons interact collectiveiy. Their 
virtual reality erivironment is totally lawful: it is created by a single computer or a 
network of computers. Yet, what is going on in this virtual environment is not 
totally determined by the computer system alone, but decisively by the continued 
input of the players. The players act and input via interfaces. Since the interface is 
not total,"part of' the player will always be beyotxhhe scope o{the g3me. Thus 
many of the intervention5 of the players · are beyond the scope of the limited 
domain of the virtual reality interface through which they intetact. 

Let us consider a trivial example: one player feels hungty and decide5· to 
take a break and order some Pizza in the "real world". This act·may come as a 
total surpfise and cannot be precisely predicted or predetermined within the 
"virtual world" of the game. . 

Almost needless to say, this picture is an old idea in a relatively new context -
dualism. 

1.4 Personal preferences 
As the topic is far from being setded, it is not unreasonable to assume that 

each individual researcher has his or her personal preferences. We take the 
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position hete that these preferences are mostly determined by the person's 
f ears and desires. 

Oocklike universes may appear monotonic and·dull, without.any possibility 
to act freely. Lawless universes may appear totally incomprehensive, arbiträry 
and weird.· 

--"' 

· On the··other band, at' l~t to a certain extend, clocklike .universes appear 
( subjectively) controllable and · predictable. This pos5ibility may bring about a 
certain kind · of dignity feit by the Enlighteninent: consdous agents are ·not 
confronted with a totally random environment but can influeßce the world 
according to their own desire5. 

I.awless universes seem to guarantee spontaneity and frfe<iom. They do not 
appear to be · hermetic prisons and have än open future which is constandy 
created. 

2 Limits to forcast and event control 
Are there Iimits to event forecast and event control for observers 

embedded in totally deterministic systefi!S? 
Here w~·.shall argue for complementarity in such systems. lt is a robust 

notion in$ofar this feature does not depend on the . particular type of 
detenn.inistic system. 

Intuitively, complementarity. states that it is impossible to (irreversibly) 
observe certain observables simultaneously with arbitrary accuracy. The more 
precisely one of these observables is measured, the less precisely can be the 
measurement of other - complementary - observables. Typical examples of 
complementary observables are position/momentum (velcxity), angular 
momentum in the x/y/z direction, and particle number/phase [22, 23]. 

Let us develop computaJional complementarity, as it is often called 
[24, 25], as a game between you as the reader and ·me as the author. The rules 
of the game are as follows. I first give you all· you need to know about the 
intrinsic workings of the automaton. For example, I teil you, "if the automaton 
is in state 1 and you input the symbol 2, then the automaton will make a 
transition into state 2 and output the symbol 0"; and so on. Then I present you 
a black box which contains a rcalization of the automaton. The black box has a 
keyboard, with which you input the input symbols.It has an output display, on 
which the output symbols appear. No other interfaces are allowed. Suppose that 
I can choose in which initial state the automaton is at the beginning of the game. 
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I qo not tell you this state .. Your goal is to find out by experiment "r~hich state I 
have chosen. You can simply guess or relying on your luck by throwing a dice. 
But you can also perform clever input-output experimen~ and analyze your 
data in.order to find out. You win if you give the correct answer. I win if you 
guess incorreetly. {So, I have to be mean and select worst-case examples). 

Suppose that you try very hard. ls clevern~s sufficient? Will you always be 
able to uniquely determine the initial automaton state? . . 

The answer to that question is J!O". The reason for thls is that there may be 
Situations when the .input (:aUSeS an irreversible transition into a state which 
does not allow any further queries about the initiai state .. · · · 

Any such irreversible loss of information about the ißitial value of the 
automaton can be traced back to many-to-one Operations [26]: different states 
are mapped ontoa single state with the same output. Many-to-one operations 
such as "deletion of information" are the only source of entropy increase in 
mechanistic systems [26, 27]. For further reading, ~e reader is refered to much 
more detailed accounts in refs. [2, 28, 7]. 

3 Principle of self -consistency 
Let us assume, for·the rest of the article, that-the universe is clocklike. 

In this part we shali review consequences of the basic and most evident 
consistency requirement • that measured events cannot happen and not happen 
at the same time. As a consequence, particular, very general boundS on the 
forecast and.control of events within the known laws of physics are derived. 
These bounds are of a global, statisticai nature and need not affect singular 
events· or groups of events. . 

An irreducible, atomic physicai phenomenon manifests itself as a click of 
· some detector. There can either be a click or there can be no click. This yes-no 

scheme is experimental physics in-a-nutshell (a,t least according to a 
theoretician). From this type of elementary observation, aii of our physicai 
evidence is accumulated. Irreversibly observed evenrs of physical teality (in the 

. context in which they can be defined [29, 30, 31]) are subject to the primary 
condition of consistency or self-consistency. 

"Any partkular irreversibly observed event can eitber happen or 
cannot happen, but it must not botb bappen and not bappen". 

Indeed, so trivial seems the requirement of consistency for the set of 
physically recorded events that David Hilbert polemicised a~t "another 
author" with the following words (32], " .. lor me, the opipion that the 
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[[physical]] facts and events themselves can be contradictory is a good 
example of thoughtlessness". 

]ust as in mathematics, inconsistency, i.e., the coexistence of truth and 
fal~.eness of propositions, is a fatal property of any physical theory. 
Nevertheless, in a certain vety precise sense, quantum mechanics incorporates 
inconsistendes Jn a vety subtle way which assures overall consistency. For 
instance, a ~cle wave function or quantum state is said to "pa,ss" a double slit 
through both slits,. which is classically impossible. (Such considerations may, 
how~ver, be considered as mere trickery quantum talk, devoid of any operatio
. nal meaning). Yet, neither a particle wave function nor quantum states are di
rectly associable with any sort of irreversible observed event of ppysical reality. 

And just as in mathematics it can be argue(i that tQO strong capaeitles of 
event forecast and event control renders the system overall inconsistent. 

3.1 Strong jorecasting 
Let us consider foreca5ting the future first. Even if physical phenomena 

occur deterministically and can be accounted for ("computed") on a higher 
Ievel of abstraction, from within the sysfem such a complete description may 
not be of much practical, operational use. · . 

Indeed, suppose there exists free will. Suppose further that an agent could 
predict alt future events, without exceptions. We shall call this the strongfonn 
offorecasting. In this case, · the agent could freely dedde to counteract in such 
a way as to invalidate that prediction. Hence, in order to avoid inconsistendes 
and paradoxes, either free will has to be abandoned or it has to be accepted that 
complete prediction is impossible. 

Another possibility would be to consider strong forms of forecasting which 
are, however, not utilized to alter the system. Effectively, this results in the 
abandonment offree will, amounting to an extrinsic, detached viewpoint. After all, 
what is knowledge and what is it good for if it cannot be applied and made to use? 

lt should be mentioned that the above· argument is of an ancient type. lt has 
been formalized recently in. set theory, formal logic and recursive function 
theory, where it is called "diagonalization method" . . 

3.2 Strong event control 
A very similar argument holds for even control and the production of 

"miracles" [21]. Suppose there exists free will. Suppose further that an agent 
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ceuld ~ntirely c;onuol the future. Weshall call this the strong fonn of event 
control. Then this observer could freely decide to invalidate the laws of physics. 

In order to avoid a paradox, either free ,wiJI or some physicallaws would have 
to be abandoned, or it has to be accepted that complete event contr()l is 

impossible. 
Stated differently, forecast and event control should be possible only if this 

capadty cannot be associated with any paradox or contradiction. Thus the 
requirement of consistency of the· phenomena seems to impose rather stringent 
conditions- on forecastlog and even control. Similar ideas have already been 
discusSed in the context of time paradoxes in relativity theory (d. [33]and [34, 
p. 272], .Tbe only solutions to tbe laws of pbysics tbat can occur locally ... are 

., ' ' ' 

tbose wbicb are global/y self <ansistent). 

3.3 Weak forcast and event control 
There is, however, a possibility that the forecast and control of future 

events is conceivable for singular- events within th~ statistical boundS. Such 

occurrences may be "singular miracles" which are well accountable within 
classital physics. They will be called ·weak forms of forecastinganti event 
control. 

It may be argued that, in order to obey overall consistency, such a frame~ 
work should not be extendable to any forms of strong forecast or even col),trol, 
because, as has been argued before, this coulfi eith~r violate global consistency 
criteria or would make necessary a revision of the knownlaws of physics. 

It may also be argued that weak forms of forecastlog and event control 
--amount to nothing eise than the impossibility of any forms of forecastinganti 
event control at all. 

This, however, needs not to be the case. The laws of statistics impose rather. 
1ax constraints and do not exclude local, singular, improbable events. For 
~ample, a binary sequence such as 

11111!11111111111111111111111111 
is just as probable as the sequences 

111001011101010001110000ilül0101 
01010101010101010101010101010101 

;and its occurrence in a test is equally likely, although its statistical property and 

! the "meaning" an observer could ascribe to it is rather outstanding. 
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Just as it is perfectly all right to consider the Statement "This statem~nt is 
true" tobe true, it may thus be perfectly reasonable t<;tspeculate that certain 
events are forecasted and controlled within the doniain of statisticallaws. But 
in order to be witbin the statisticallaws, any such method neetis rwt to be 
guaranteed to work all the time. 

To put it pointedly: it may be perfectly reasrinable to become ric~, say, by 
singular forecasts of the st~k and future values or in horse races, but such an 
ability· must'. nec~ily be irreproducible an~ secre~ve. A least to such an 
extend that no guatantee of an overall strategy can be derived from it. 

The associated weak forms of forecasting and even control are thus beyond 
any global statistical significance. Their importance and meaning seem to lie 
mainly on a very subjectiv~ Ievel of singular events. This. comes close to one 

. aspect of what }un~ hnagined as the prindple of "Synchronicity" [35]. 

3.4 Against tbe odds 
This final paragraphs review a .couple of experiments which suggest 

themselves in the context of weak forecast and evencontrol. Allare based on 
the observation that an agent forcasts or .controls correctly future events suth 
as, say,. the tossing of a fair coin. 

In the first run of the experiment, no consequence is derived from the 
agertt's capacity despite the mere recording of the data. 

The second run of the experiment is like the ftrSt run, but the meaning of 
the forecasts or controll~ events are different. They are taken as outcomes of, 
say gambling, against other individuals (i) with or (ü) without similar capadties, 
or against (ili) an anonymous "mechanic" agent such as a casino or a stock 
exchange .. 

As a variant of this experiment, the partners or adversaries of the agent are 
informed about the agent's intentions. 

In the third run of experiments, the experimenter attempts to counteract 
the agent's capacity. Let us assume the experimenter has total control over the 
event. If the agent predicts or attempts to bring about to happen a certain 
future event, the experimenter causes the event not to hapeen and so on. 

It migh be interesting to record just how much the agent's capacity is 

changed by the setup. 
From the first to the second type of experiment it should become more and 

more unlikely that the agent operates correcdy, since his performance is levded . 
against other agents with more or less the same capac!ties. 
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Postscript 
Instead of a suiiilnary, Iet me cite from a 1983 poem by Erich Christian 
Schreibmller. 

,,Er nennt sich heimlich den ausgelassensten Dentisten der Galaxie, 
doch weiss er natuerlich nichts von den wahren Verhältnissen". 
English translation: "Secretly he calls bimself the · most 

. flamboyant dentist of the galaxy, but of course he does not 
realize the true drcumstances'~ 
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